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Douthit Hills will no longer house Bridge students 
Katie McCarthy Communications team, "although much The change provides for the beds. The project is In between the two 
News Editor Director Phil Sikes said discussion had been ongoing best possible future growth split into three zones: residential sections, in 
the change was made within our administration of the Bridge program, West, Central and East, the Center Zone, there 
Douthit Hills - the due to the growth of the and [with the) Board which now includes almost according to the Clemson will be a new Student 
largest construction project Bridge program. of Trustees." 850 students." Housing website. Center (the Hub). 
in Clemson University's "There is significant "The administration Sikes added that Bridge The West Zone, The Hub will include a+ history will no space in [the] Lightsey prior to Jim Clements students will be allowed to which is located closest new dining facility,longer house Bridge Bridge area to accommodate made the decision to have cars, although the to the main campus, campus bookstore, fitness 
to Clemson students for future growth of the move Bridge students parking location is yet to will provide housing center and retail shops. 
as previously planned, Bridge program, whereas on campus to give them be determined. He said for 885 upperclassmen Sikes said 
President Jim Clements in Douthit East those a better experience, locating it's also unknown at in a mix of one-, two­ that in addition to 
announced during CUSG three residence halls are [them] closer to the this point if CATbus and four-bedroom the changes to the 
Senate's meeting last week. limited to just over 800 services provided by routes will be changed apartments in five- and Douthit Hills housing
Instead, Bridge beds," he said. Clemson and yet staying to accommodate these six-story buildings. plan, McCabe Hall will 
students will be housed Almeda Jacks, Vice connected with Tri­ new students. On the opposite be reserved for sophomores
in Lightsey Bridge I and President for Student County Technical College," The $212 million end of the project, in and upperclassmen
II, according to Kathy Affairs, said the final Jacks said. "TCTC Douthit Hills project the East Zone, 1s a beginning next school 
Hobgood, Executive decision was made on was using off-campus is expected to open group of four-story year. Johnstone 
Director of Housing Aug. 14 by President properties for housing in August 2018 and will buildings with traditional Hall will also close 
and Dining. Clements with support since they do not provide provide approximately double rooms for 780 at the conclusion of 
Student Affairs of the executive leadership that on their campus ... 1,650 new student incoming freshmen. the 2017-18 academic year. 
Bike Share program brings more efficient Letters to Clemson.· 
transportation service to Clemson Bobjones 
Most people see the proved that many dimensions 
Bachelor's degree as a gateway of learning really do 
to a good job, successful improve during college, and 
career and satisfying life. The substantially so. Meanwhile, 
experiences gained along the this debate has spurred 
path to graduation offer many teaching innovations and new 
other benefits, including new ways to measure learning. 
friendships, networking, Clemson's new and rapidly 
rich learning experiences expanding project called 
outside of the classroom and Clemson Thinks2 (CT2) is 
fun. Some critics, however, one example. CT2 courses 
have argued that college often show measurable 
degrees are overrated. In improvements in critical 
this article, I reflect on three thinking skills. But when they 
commonly asked questions do not, it is easy to see where 
that relate to the value of a the problem is and correct 
degree: are measurable gains it. The cycle of measuring 
in learning being achieved, learning outcomes and using 
is the breadth of learning the data to improve learning 
in an undergraduate degree is a far more powerful way 
adequate and do college to teach than was typically 
degrees provide an adequate practiced a decade ago. 
return on investment? Thanks to CT2 courses, new 
DAVID PEREZ//Asst. Photo Editor These questions have led classroom technologies, and 
The Bike Share program, introduced last spring, is one ofthe latest alternative transportation services introduced to campus. to productive debates award winning experiential 
and research that have learning programs such asChris Edwards (CUSG) transportation additional 30 minutes) are members alike have spoken helped American higher CriticalContributor and facilities committee. assessed for longer trips. highly of the program. Inquiry, Clemson education, and land-grant is sustammg its strong"By all accounts, it's The bikes also track "It makes it easier to universities such as Clemson,Getting around been very successful," how far a rider has been, get around campus and posmon as a leader in continually improve and undergraduate learning.Clemson's hilly campus can Gorospe said. "As of last how many calories they get around town," said sustain excellence. OK, Clemsonbe tough, but for students week, we have over 500 have burned and how much Kyle Barrett, Professor of so The world of higher students are really learning,and faculty who are aware students, faculty and staff money they have saved by Forestry and Environmental education was shaken up but are they learning the rightof the university's new Bike enrolled in the program." not driving. In addition, Conservation at Clemson. recently when a widelyShare program, classes are Riders pay an annual each rider has their own "I can grab a bike and mix of skills? Some believe 
publicized study showed veryonly a short ride away. $5 fee to participate in the proflle and stats that are not have to worry about that the four-year Bachelor's 
I little change in thinking skills degreeThe Bike Share program. In return, they put up on a leaderboard. finding parking downtown. has become too 
after four years of college.program, which went into receive a card, which they "It's actually pretty It'll hopefully lead to narrowly focused on technical 
Imagine the ripple effectseffect last semester, is doing use to rent the bikes, and competitive at the top, there more students not driving training at the cost of a 
of this stunning conclusion!extremely well, according a free helmet. The first two are like five or so people to campus." broader set of skills. Others 
Fortunately, additional 
I 
to Patrick Gorospe, chair hours of each trip are free, that keep trying to one up Evan Watson, a think that technology-heavy 
studies with much greaterof Clemson Undergraduate and additional fees ($1 for each other," Gorospe said. freshman health science curricula they m_ay enhance 
rigor and larger data setsStudent Government's next hour, 50 cents for each Students and faculty See BIKES on A2 See JONES on A3 
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Top five things you need to know this week 
Clemson introduces 
'Celebrate Safely' campaign 
Clemson University's Division ofStudentAffairs, in partnership 
with Clemson Athletics, is introducing a campaign focused on 
alcohol safety and bystander intervention called "Celebrate Sarely" 
for the 2017 -18 academic year. 
The digital messaging oomponent will include videos featuring 
student-athletes and student leaders and will be projected on 
televisions throughout the campus. Other printed materials in the 
campaign will be distributed to local businesses. 
"We haven't had this type of opporrunity to get messaging 
to our students in athletics venues," associate director of Healthy 
Campus Crystal Fulmer said in a statement. "Whether it's yourself 
or having to help a friend in a diffiatlt situation, this campaign is 
geared for that type ofawareness. Our message is that everyone wins 
when we celebrate safely;" 
To learn more about "Celebrate Safely;" go to http://tinyurl. 
oorn/yba6txmy. 
Consul General of Canada 
in Atlanta to speak at 
Clemson this week 
Louise Blais, Consul General of Capada in Atlanta, will 
be speaking Friday, Sept. 8 at 11: 15 a.nr in rhe Watt Family 
Innovation Center Auditorium. k;, ' , · 
Friday will be Blais' last day as Consul General as she 
was recently named rhe Canadian Ambassa,dor and Deputy 
Permanent Representative to the United Natlqlis. 
During rhe event, Blais will be discussing women's 
leadership and opportunities for women. The event is being 
sponsored by the Clemson Canada Center. Blais has also co­
chaired the Clemson Canada Center Advisory Board. 
To learn more about the event, go to https:/ /tinyurl.com/ 
y7qhvy9k. 
Citizen CATE experiment a 
success at Clemson site 
The Citizen Continental-America Telescopic Eclipse 
(CATE) Experiment, an effort to compile thousands of 
images of the recent eclipse taken with telescopes across the 
country, was a success at the Clemson site, organizers said 
in a press release. 
Of the 68 telescopes used nationwide and manned by 
volunteer citizens, 58 had clear enough weather to take 
video and images of the totality, including seven in South 
Carolina. 
The goal of the collected data is to pinpoint where 
polar plumes, streams of plasma projecting from the sun, 
emerge. The data can further be used to find out how they 
are connected to the sun's magnetic field. 
To find out more about the Citizen CATE Experiment, 
go to http://tinyurl.com/y97p7cf4. 
State quarantine being 
prepared for movement of ash 
wood and wood products 
Clemson Univeristy's Department ofPlant Industry (DPI) 
will hold a public hearing Friday, Sept. 29 on a statewide 
, quarantine for wood and wood products affected by the 
· Emerald Ash Borer (EAB), an invasive insect which infest and 
eat native ash trees. 
The intended quarantine would cover all the counties in 
the state. South Carolina will be added to a federal quarantine 
restricting the interstate shipment of all ash wood and wood 
products and all hardwood firewood. 
The public hearing will be held at 10 a.m. at the Center for 
Applied Technology in Pendleton. More information about the 
hearing can be found at https:/ /tinyurl.com/y7v7kdyw. 
Clemson IEP to host two 
speakers next week 
The Clemson Information Economy Project (IEP) will 
be hosting two speakers, Dorothy Robyn and John Bloom, 
next week. 
Robyn, Senior Fellow at the Boston University 
Institute for Sustainable Energy, will be discussing the 
privatization of the American Air Traffic Control system, 
which she has been a proponent of for more than twenry 
years. Robyn's talk will be on Sept. 12 at 5 p.m. in the 
Tillman Hall auditorium. 
On Sept. 13 at 5 p.m. at the Clemson Business School 
in Greenville, Bloom will be discussing his book, "Eccentric 
Orbits: The Iridium Story," which chronicles the Iridium 
satellite phone system from it's 1998 launch to its collapse 
and eventual resurrection where it now serves as the only 
system providing phone service to everywhere on earth. 
To learn more, go to http://iep.clemson.edu/. 
BIKESfrom Al 
major, said he likes 
the convenience the 
program provides. 
"I live over in Lever, so 
as opposed to a 15-minute . 
walk it's a five-minute 
bike ride [to Corel, plus it's 
exercise," he said. 
Gorospe says that 
Clemson's program is 
unique due to its small 
size and low costs. 
"Most bike share 
systems are run by 
municipalities and have 
hundreds of stations 
and thousands of bikes," 
he said. "Another huge 
distinction is that the 
system is almost free to 
the user." 
Gorospe added that 
part of Bike Share's goal 
is to help the environment. 
"The Clemson 
population is on the 
rise; we're wedded to 
our cars. When you can 
get away from that 
concept you can not only 
reduce carbon emissions 
and reduce the 
environmental impact 
but you also just lead 
a healthier, better 
life," he said. 
Clemson's Bike Share 
system currently has 
five stations and 50 
bikes. The number of 
bikes at each station, 
as well as the location 
of these stations, can 
be found on the 
my.Clemson app and 
on Bike Share's website, 
clemson.bcycle.com. 
• $5 for annual membership 
• First two hours of every ride are free 
• Learn more and sign-up at clemson.bycle.com 
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Courtesy of PubllcDomalnPlctures.net 
Bees show impressive behavioral flexibility 
while learning to score a goal 
Jacob Spencer behavior that is significantly learned to associate scoring at hand and push a ba\l 
Contributor different from any a goal with the sugary into the goal. Furthermore, 
Bees are just insects, behavior they have reward, the researchers most of the bees chose 
they can't learn new previously known. timed the ten bees in a series to use the ball with the 
behaviors, right? A bee's The joint lead author, of ten trials per bee. Each closest location to the 
brain is smaller than a Olli J. Loukola, and of the ten bees exhibited goal, displaying their true 
sesame seed, how could colleagues placed 
" 
bees significant improvement in behavioral flexibility. 
they possibly demonstrate 
. . one at a ume mto a ,,court time with each trial. This research shows 
any level of intelligence? and presented them with Shockingly enough, that bees can use memory 
However, bees have a ball. In the center of the findings did not to enhance performance of 
demonstrated the ability the court was a "goal," a end there. Next, the a task. Most surprisingly, 
to perform complex tasks circular indention into researchers placed each bees can learn to perform 
that are close to their which the ball could of the bees in another tasks they do not have 
natural behavior, and new be rolled. They then used court with three balls at formed adaptations for. 
s, , 
t" ·· 
Bi. 
research 
that b((es 
cognitive 
has suggested 
can take their 
ability to the 
a fake model bee on a 
stick to push the ball into 
the goal for a sugar water 
various 
· the goal 
The bees 
distances from 
in the center. 
that had already 
Before Loukola's work, 
people thought bees could 
only perform behaviors 
ii-•· 
.it; X 
next level. treat, effectively teaching been trained to push the they had evolved for. This 
■ '.. A new study published the real bee to do the ball into the goal study could lead to more 
,. 
1~_;, 
in Science uncovers more same. Not only did the demonstrated surpnsmg research on the cognitive 
• 
t;': 
, about the 
abilitiei,:-of 
\ 
the 
surprising 
ordinary 
bee learn to score a goal 
by itself, it actually taught 
behavioral flexibility. 
Despite a different 
abilities of bees and uncover 
a newfound need to discover 
1 t ...< .bee. The study reveals that others to score a goal when layout and number of balls that which is unknown 
., bees do in fact have the introduced to the court. in the court, the bees were about the capabilities 
1 ·, ... ability to learn a complex Once ten bees had able to recognize the task of a bee. 
b I 
., 
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Jones continued from Al 
the chance of securing a 
job. Which is better, rhe 
narrow or broad perspective? 
Educators, professional 
societies, and employers 
have agreed that Bachelor's 
' degrees need to be broad and 
' should cover a wide variety of 
skills and learning outcomes 
in addition to technical 
, knowledge. Employers of all 
sorts, including technology-
' driven industries, are leading 
the charge. When they 
hire, they are looking for 
graduates with leadership 
· skills, the ability to work 
in a team, written and 
verbal communication 
skills, a strong work erhic, 
, initiative, analytical skills, 
and flexibility, according to 
a recent survey. Technical 
or disciplinary knowledge 
is still valued, but not as 
!highly as these other skills. 
With this in mind, Clemson 
has constructed a general 
education requirement in 
which all undergraduates 
engage in broad-based skill­
building and learning. The 
faculty are now contemplating 
changes to the general 
education requirement to 
meet the challenges and 
opportunities students will 
face in the future. 
Is a Bachelor's degree 
worth the cost? In recent 
years, this question has 
become one of the most 
measured and debated 
aspects of higher education, 
especially as tuition has risen 
to offset declines in state tax 
dollar support for higher 
education. Fortunately, 
scholarships from both 
the State and Federal 
governments and from 
private philanthropy have 
helped with college expenses, 
especially for individuals 
with financial need. There 
is even better news. The 
earning power afforded by a 
Bachelor's degree has been, 
and continues to exceed the 
cost ofcollege education, and 
by a large margin. A recent 
survey shows that career-long 
earnings increase by at least 
80% when a Bachelor's degree 
is added to a high school 
degree. All majors provide 
a financial benefit. Some 
such as chemical or computer 
engineering offer high 
starting salaries that quickly 
return all the investments in 
a college degree. Others such 
as physics, economics and 
many majors in social sciences 
and humanities, offer smaller 
starting, but relatively high 
mid- or late-career salaries. 
So, is college worth the 
investment? At Clemson, 
the answer is unequivocally 
and resoundingly yes! 
Furthermore, while pursuing 
degrees, Clemson students 
demonstrate measurable 
gains in technical knowledge 
plus a wide variety of critical 
thinking and other skills. 
A Clemson degree truly 
delivers on the promise of 
higher education. 
Courtesy of Dr. Robert Jones 
frJpf/Yt ft. ~/)1YU, 
Executive Presidentfar Academic Affairs and Provost 
The need for financial education 
Elijah D. Gregory 
Outlook Editor 
"Annual income twenty 
pounds, annual expenditure 
nineteen pounds nineteen 
and six, result happiness. 
Annual income twenty 
pounds, annual expenditure 
twenty pounds naught 
and six, result misery" 
said Wilkins Micawber, 
a character in Charles 
Dickens' David Copperfield. 
In a theatrical way, he 
meant to show the value 
of conservative personal 
finance and the woes 
ofdeficits. 
Economic and financial 
education should be taught 
and tested by every state in 
the Union. In order for this 
to happen, we need sweeping 
legislation passed at the 
federal level for minimum 
standards of financial and 
economic education for . 
a high school diploma. 
To adequately deal with 
financial challenges of the 
present and future and 
to understand and amply 
react to the vicissitudes of 
economic climate, economic 
and financial education 
must be implemented in 
our primary schools. As the 
beneficiary of one of the 
pilot programs for financial 
and economic education in 
Virginia, I can attest to the 
value the program brings. 
Without the financial and 
economic courses I took 
back in the 10th grade, I 
do not know if I would be 
attending Clemson today. 
As per the Council 
for Economic Education's 
Survey of the States, only 
20 states require high 
school students to take a 
course in economics and 17 
states require high school 
students to take a course 
in personal finance. As the 
world's largest economy, 
we educate our young 
dreadfully. A study published 
in 2016 by the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison showed 
the differential value in 
implementing financial 
and economic -education 
programs in K-12 schools. 
Urban et al. found that states 
that chose to enact financial 
and educational prbgrams 
saw the credit scores in 18- to 
24-year-old's increase' by 15-
19 points. 
With higher credit 
scores, individuals' interest 
rates are lower, they are able 
to gain access to greater credit 
lines, and as a corollary, 
individuals are granted more 
financial freedom. 
In the 2012 Programme 
for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) published 
by the OECD, of the 18 
countries surveyed, the 
United States ranked ninth in 
financial literacy, just ahead 
of the Russian Federation 
and on average 8 points lower 
than the OECD average. 
The differential between 
our status as a world leader 
and our secondary education 
is bilious. 
How can we keep the 
youngest citizenry ignorant to 
basic financial and economic 
concepts, such as stocks, 
bonds, taxes, insurance and 
gross versus net income? To 
reference a running joke, 
today's high school education 
will leave you knowing about 
the function ofmitochondria, 
but not what to do with your 
W-2. All of the discussion 
on financial and economic 
education speaks nothing to 
the value of understanding 
more complicated financial 
tools such as asset-backed 
securities, credit default 
swaps, derivatives, forward 
contracts and reinsurance. 
While the masses remain 
ignorant, a storm of 
financial momentum 
spins around. 
Ignorance breeds 
inequality. And if we 
continue to refrain 
from requiring financial 
education, we only place 
inequity between those 
who know and those who 
do not. In the 1970 book, 
"Private Wealth and Public 
Education" by Coons et al. 
pronounces the purpose of 
public schools is to provide 
equality ofopportunity, and 
therefore unequal access 
to education ought to be 
eliminated. By keeping with 
the status quo in financial 
and economic education, 
we are not only failing 
ourselves but failing the 
next generation by placing 
barriers to their ability to 
become the best individuals 
they can be. 
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How Clemson can improve its parking issues 
Rushabh Patel 
Contributor 
In my three years here 
at Clemson, I have learned 
a lot and cherish all my 
experiences and memories 
at this wonderful school. 
However, I do not cherish 
rhe countless amount of time 
I have wasted trying to find 
parking. 
As an architecture 
students, most of us spend 
many nights in Lee Hall, 
thus requiring strict time 
management. One thing 
that can't be accounted for, 
however, 1s the frustration 
and inconvenience ofparking 
our car as we start our day. 
I 
I 
I 
Classes begin at 8 a.m., so 
the lots begin filling in at 
7:30 a.m. If one comes in 7 
minutes past 8 a.m., they 
cannot find anything until 9 
a.m. 
This problem can 
easily be solved by building 
a parking garage in the 
hill along Perimeter Road 
between Kappa Street and 
Lambda Street. Building into 
the hill and using shrubbery 
to camouflage will hide 
the garage, decreasing the 
negative aesthetic effects that 
usually come wirh parking 
garages of this size. 
As the university 
grows in population, many 
elements of Clemson benefit, 
including facilities on campus, 
salaries of professors, the 
school's budget for providing 
an exemplary education 
and the overall experience 
obtained by being part of 
the Clemson family. While 
growth equals progress, it 
does have its burdens. In the 
case ofparking, those burdens 
are space limitations and a 
responsibility to keep Clemson 
as beautiful as possible. Many 
other universities have had 
rhis same issue and reacted 
similarly to the universal 
problem of parking. By 
building a parking garage at 
the base of campus, students 
would get convenient parking 
instead of wasting time 
finding a convenient parking 
spot or walking from that 
parking spot to the orher 
side of campus, resulting 
in getting to class late 
and sweating. 
By building parking 
garages for those that live on 
campus and reserving open 
lots for commuters, the need 
for students to move their 
cars to the further lots would 
be prevented. Land would 
also be made available for 
the University to continue to 
expand while efficiently using 
the space it has allocated for 
itselfinside ofPerimeter Road. 
Clemson University 1s 
growing, and it is time for 
this college to stop ignoring 
the problem and devise a 
solution. 
Clemson's foothill 
location should be used 
as an advantage, and the 
parking deck should be 
built into the hill. Only 
one level of parking would 
be visible when looking to 
the south from campus, 
and many more spots 
in the same footprint 
would be available. The 
parking deck solution 
would provide improved 
parking while not taking 
away from the beautiful 
campus that has 
evolved from 
many years of care 
and pride. 
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Interview by: Colin Halni II Asst. Sports Editor 
Clemson will play Auburn for the second straight year in the home-home series. Both teams won their first games 
with shiny new quarterbacks and unproven players on both sides of the hall. I had a chance to talk to the Sports 
Editor ofThe Plainsman, Will Sahlie, and ask hiln a few things leading into this game. 
The Tiger Spo1-u (TS): job before getting injured Lawson or Adams did during WS: This week two matchup TS: \uburn ha<l a had tnn be• co1mdered u sue css? 
Jarrett Stidham has last season, but that has their freshman seasons. at Clemson could arguably movmg thc> tnl' lhrou 0:f, 
received a lot of hype after consistently been the knock He has battled be the Tigers' biggest game the ,\ll ! tst ,'ear. \\ 11l He.,d WS: The big problem for 
being named the starting on White. tnJuries throughout the this season. <'oJCh <;m M,>l hn gm· the Tigers over the years has 
quarterback. Do you think He is very injury-prone, fall but should be good to Auburn is going to ,',udh an the reign, tc> slmg been the inability to beat 
the ex-Baylor Q_B can which is why Auburn had go for Clemson. Another get thrown into the fire r.be bll .,lt over th fie.Id ,, Georgia and Alabama. If 
manage the offense better to bring in someone with key player this season is immediately, which I think pnmarily US<' the grnund Auburn can find itself 8-1 or 
than last year's quarterbacks, the capability that Stidham Dontavius Russell. He played is a great thing for Auburn. vrn1<. to fuel iht: otlemt>? 7-2 heading into the Georgia 
despi te not playing last year? offers. well last season on the inside We are going to find out game, Auburn has a chance 
with Adams, but this season what Jarrett Stidham can do WS: Malzahn has handed the for a successful season. The 
Will Sahlie (WS): TS: The loss of defensive will be a new challenge as in a hostile environment, offensive play calling over to Tigers need a 9-3 record to 
Absolutely. Stidham proved linemen Carl Lawson offensive lines focus on him along with a few unproven new offensive coordinator be successful, at least. 
in his short time at Baylor, and Montravious Adams instead of Adams. playmakers on the outside Chip Lindsey. 
he certainly has talent. We is a big blow to the Defensive end at receiver. If Auburn is to T he expectation is that fS: '>core predic1ion? 
will see what he can do pass rush. Are there any Jeff Holland and defeat Clemson, the sky is Lindsey is going to have a 
against Georgia Southern, as players that can step into linebacker Darrell the limit for the Tigers. very good balance featuring WS: This is a tough one 
I think Auburn will want to their roles and provide a Williams will also be key If Auburn loses to Kamryn Pettway and to call. I think it will be a 
come out and throw the ball similar level of production? pass rushers for the Tigers . Clemson for the second­ Kerryon Johnson along with back and forth game, just 
a good bit to prove they can straight year, there will be a lot of run pass options with like last season. I think 
move the ball through the air WS: Marlon Davidson is TS: What is the biggest game lots ofquestions about where Stidham. Auburn has a chance to pull 
after being one-dimensional the one to watch here. He of the schedule (excluding Auburn is headed in 2017 the early season upset. I 
at times last year. made more of an impact as Alabama)? with lots of tough matchups TS: \X!h.11 kind ,,f .1 se.m>ll am going to go with Auburn 
Sean White did a great a freshman last season than looming. will Auburn need w have tn 27-24. 
-t 
TM PAC,"l' PLAYERS WEEK 1 
OFFENSIVE NEWCOMERS SHINE IN 
SEASON OPENER 
Cole Little 
Senior StajfWriter 
This time last year, 
the Clemson Tigers had 
strength and momentum in 
numbers. More specifically, 
they boasted strength key 
cogs returning on offense, 
leading the Tigers on a 
second consecutive charge to 
the national title game. 
This year, with a third 
consecutive trip on the line, 
the Tigers are being forced to 
start anew on offense, with a 
multitude of newcomers to 
the starting lineup bringing 
with them many questions 
regarding just how well the 
Clemson offense will jell 
on the Tigers' path to the 
College Football Playoff. 
After the highly-
decorated stint experienced 
by the Tigers with Deshaun 
Watson under center, a 
changing of the guard has 
occurred at the quarterback 
spot now that Watson has 
taken his talents to the NFL. 
Following a three-
man competition to find 
Watson's replacement, junior 
Kelly Bryant was named 
the starting quarterback by 
head coach Dabo Swinney 
prior to the opening game, 
with Bryant receiving high 
praise from Swinney for his 
commitment and dedication. 
"Kelly has gone above 
and beyond," Swinney said 
to the media. "He doesn't 
want anything given to him." 
A relentless worker, 
Bryant boasts impeccable 
speed and agility in the 
backfield and is slated to 
bring a running game to 
the quarterback spot not 
previously experienced under 
Swinney's leadership. 
Of course, quarterbacks 
Tajh Boyd and Deshaun 
Watson were adept runners 
but fit under the category 
of pro-style quarterback 
much more comfortably 
I than Bryant. 
Bryant, on the other 
hand, sports a frenetic 
energy in the backfield 
that will enable him to 
I cause major problems for 
opposing defenses, which 
I 
he showcased in earnest 
by way of his dominant 
showing against the Kent 
State Golden Flashes in the 
season opener. 
Going 16-22 for 236 
yards and a touchdown, 
Bryant sliced and diced the 
Kent State secondary en 
route to leading Clemson 
to a commanding 53-point 
win. Bryant was solid on 
the ground, too, accruing a 
career-high 77 yards rushing 
on seven carries, including 
an eight-yard score. 
Aiding Bryant's cause 
in the backfield is running 
back C.J. Fuller, who was 
also named a starter at the 
conclusion of fall camp. 
Despite being 
undersized and lacking 
significant experience in a 
major role, Fuller wowed 
throughout the buildup to 
the season, impressing with 
his power coming out of the 
backfield and the threats that 
he presents downfield. 
"C.J. has definitely 
risen to the top," Clemson 
co-offensive coordinator Jeff 
.Scott said after Fuller won 
the starting job. "After over 
2,000 reps of practice that 
all those guys have gotten, 
you've got to have a starting 
point, so he'll definitely be 
the guy getting that starting 
point." 
Making several critical 
plays in the receiving game 
in previous seasons, Fuller 
held a role that could be best 
described as scatback when 
downhill runner Wayne 
Gallman was starting in 
the backfield. 
This year, after beating 
out several incredible 
running back talents in 
the process of earning the 
starting job, Fuller will 
be expected to carry his 
weight in the rushing game. 
And he is off to a great start 
after making a mark in his 
starting debut on Saturday, 
scoring twice on the ground 
and finishing with 51 
yards rushing. 
One of the more 
underrated members of the 
Clemson offense this season 
is tight end Milan Richard. 
An outstanding blocker, 
Richard is much more of a 
traditional tight end than 
the ones that Clemson has 
grown accustomed to having 
start in recent years, but 
his intangibles make him a 
downfield threat, too. 
At 6'2," 255 pounds, 
Richard is a force to be 
reckoned with coming off 
of the line, and, with great 
hands and impressive agility, 
he is poised to be one of 
Clemson's top weapons in 
the passing game this year. 
Prior to this fall, Richard 
made his most significant 
impact on special teams, 
consistently showing out 
in the blocking department 
on returns. But after his 
70-yard showing against 
Kent State, which included 
a 44-yard catch, Richard 
has proven himself to be 
so much more than a good 
special teamer. 
'Tm really happy 
for him," Swinney said 
when discussing Richard's 
performance versus Kent 
State. "He can hit a gear. 
It was fun to see him out 
there, taking advantage of 
his opportunity. It was a 
great start for him and that's 
what we were looking for in 
this ballgame." 
The Clemson offense 
experienced one its best 
performances in a season 
opener in team history 
on Saturday, collecting 
665 yards, which is a 
program record for a 
season-opening game. 
Winning 56-3, Clemson 
dominated in all facets of the 
game and was particularly 
special on offense, with 
several newcomers making 
immediate impacts. 
While one could 
reasonably say that the Tigers 
are flying under the radar 
offensively at the start of this 
season, that probably will 
not be the case for long, as 
Saturday's showing indicates 
that the Clemson offense is 
still one of the best in the 
nation and primed to lead 
the Tigers on yet another 
valiant chase for national 
championship glory. 
SPORT 
EEK 
Kim Montuoro II Photo Editor 
Fonner Oemson wide receiver MikeWilliams shows offhis championship rings at 
Oemson's Orange andWhite Spring Game in April. 
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Volleyball showing 
early season pro1nise 
Cole Little fairly imposing. 
Senior StajfWriter In addition, senior 
leader Keely Hayes is 
The Clemson volleyball holding her own at the setter 
team has faced its fair share spot, as is fellow senior 
of on-court adversity in Kennedy Wilson-Talmadge 
recent seasons. With a at libero, thus bolstering 
combined 12 wins from the Clemson's passing and 
past two years, the numbers defensive efforts. 
prove , as much. This year,, Sporting an entirely 
that adversity is expected to new coaching staff, Clemson 
evolve into promise. In fact, has started fresh this year, 
the Tigers are primed to casting aside the trials and 
make an impact in the ACC tribulations of the past few 
for the first time in several seasons and beginning a 
seasons. new era on the right foot. 
Led by first-year Head While the Atlantic 
Coach Michaela Franklin, Coast Conference is 
the Tigers have begun expected, as usual, to be 
to showcase widespread highly competmve this 
improvements on the court, season, Clemson could very 
with a solid 4-3 start, and well be in the mix at the top 
sweeping the field to win of the standings. The future 
the Big Orange Bash. is conspicuously bright with 
Once a great player for regard to the program, as 
the Kansas State Wildcats, several talented freshmen 
Franklin had a successful and transfers have joined 
run as a head coach and the ranks since Franklin 
assistant coach in the Great took over as head coach, 
Lakes region prior to taking priming the team for success 
her talents to Clemson. for years to come. 
With a history of making Star middle blockers 
a positive impact at every Megan McGinley and Jaden 
one of her coaching stops Light have stepped up this 
in her career, Franklin is the fall, and make up a sizable 
perfect person for the job of faction of promising players 
revitalizing a Tiger program in line to hone their skills Colin Halm incredibly tight window and enough injury to keep him be another budding star. 
in need of rejuvenation. this season and return to Asst. Sports Editor he paid for it. out of a game for the next The defense was as good
When speaking on the fray next season to excel It seemed like the two years. as advertised in their season 
her approach to coaching once again. A Mid-American Clemson offense was going The running backs, debut. Not as many starters 
and how her playing career While it would be Conference team facing to be more run-focused than whose job it is to run the were lost on this side of the 
aided the impact that reasonable to expect that the FBS 2016 National in previous years because ball, fared incredibly well ball as the offense had, but it 
she can make as a coach, the Tigers would experience Champions at home is not a they were being managed in their first non-scrimmage didn't matter much anyway.
Franklin said, "I was able to a growing process as recipe for success. Kent State by a more run-first type game time of the year. Brent Venables can get any 
see the game from different they become accustomed did the best they could. of quarterback, but the Clemson scored six of their defense ready for any game, 
perspectives, and, now I'm to the new coaching regime The Golden Flashes used a stats show a more balanced eight touchdowns on the and despite the lack of talent 
able to relate to my players this year, their assimilation playbook similar to that of offense. The stats don't ground and the offensive on Kent State, this game was 
because I've been in their appears to be accelerated, Georgia Tech with a lot of reflect the truth though, line constantly created no different. 
shoes. I know what it's perhaps because of option trees, but defensive because there were more big holes for the backs to One stat some keen 
like to be on their side of Franklin's commitment to coordinator Brent Venables rushing plays than pass run through. onlookers might notice 
things." assisting her players in their has been training his defense plays and a couple of pass CJ Fuller was the is the lack of sacks the 
Driven by a on-court growth. to defend against that since plays went for huge chunks starting half back and he defense had. Zero sacks,
philosophy that promotes "Growth of the he got here. It didn't really of yards. actually looked like the in fact. The reason for this 
championship behavior, individuals in our program is help that the Golden Flashes Bryant tended to tuck worst one out there. Both was that Kent State almost 
Franklin expects her players important to me," Franklin didn't even attempt a pass his head down and run Tavien Feaster and freshman never threw the ball. A total 
to behave like champions at said. "That plays along with until after half time. before going through all of Travis Etienne ran for more of five pass attempts were 
all times and, in the process, that championship behavior Kelly Bryant took the his progressions first. Twice, yards at a high per yard made and only one was 
become the best person, and being the best person starting job and ran with it, he ran without seeing his average which just speaks completed. It is difficult to 
teammate, student and and the best teammate." literally, posting impressive checkdown pass was wide to the depth Clemson fields pick up a sack when they
volleyball player that they Slated to take part in the numbers in his first game as open. He is a fairly good on offense. Feaster had a don't stay in the pocket long 
can be, thereby promoting Auburn Invitational and the the starter. His 16-22, 236 runner, so most of the time disappointing year last year,\ enough to record one. That 
a winning attitude that will Clemson Challenge before yards, one touchdown and this won't be as much of a but could be a breakout pass completion resulted 
definitely help with in-game conference play begins, one interception look good problem, but if he doesn't candidate if Fuller misses in exactly one yard of 
production. the Tigers will look to on paper and played well on see a receiver get open time for any reason. passing offense. 
"I believe that in order continue their solid play in the field, but he made some downfield because he tucked Tee Higgins and Amari That is the lowest 
to win championships in · preparation for what figures small° mistakes that he needs and ran too early, other Rodgers both made their amount of passing yards any 
volleyball or be a winner to be ultra-competitive ACC to fix before the big game defenses will make him pay career debuts for the Tigers FBS team has recorded in a 
in life," Franklin said, play. While the regular with Auburn. dearly for it. on Saturday. Higgins had his loss in at least five years.
"you have to behave like season is long, as it runs Bryant's interception Florida State's first touchdown reception, Expectations should be 
a champion." until late November, the was a tipped ball in the quarterback Deandre but it was called back for tempered. Auburn is not 
Clearly having Tigers are already well on end zone that perfectly Francois sustained a offensive pass interference. Kent State. 
already bought into the their way to experiencing landed in a defensive back's particularly nasty leg injury He seemed to have Even with Deshaun 
concept of championship plenty of victories during hands. Most will say it was late in his game because pushed off of the defender Watson, Clemson nearly lost 
behavior, the Clemson that span. bad luck, but the throw he kept running the ball. for some extra space, but last year's game in Jordan­
volleyball squad is Franklin's hire, which shouldn't have been made. Eventually those things otherwise he looked fairly hare Stadium, and although
performing well at the start was met with plenty of There was a fairly obvious happen. Deshaun Watson good. Neither player will it is at home, Auburn has 
of its 2017 campaign. celebration in Tiger Town, pass interference call on the had multiple injuries start, but they will be rotated a stable quarterback and 
Featuring just two is rapidly paying dividends defense which is why he his freshman year, but in frequently. Rodgers just plenty of pass rushers to 
seniors on the roster, as the team is clearly well might have thrown in that he became much more screams Artavis Scott 2.0, so disrupt Kelly Bryant. It 
Clemson is particularly on its way to making a mark direction, but you are never judicious running the ball if he can get his quarterbacks won't be as easy as Kent 
young and inexperienced in the ACC this season. guaranteed that call. Bryant and did not have a bad to trust him, Rodgers might State made it seem. 
this season, which is Young, prommng and tried to the ball in an 
definitely not indicative teeming with talent, the 
of their impressive play Tigers' roster is shaping up 
in recent weeks. Boasting as the perfect group to help 
dominant outside hitters lead the Clemson volleyball 
Kaylin Korte and Kailey program to new heigh ts in the 
Harvell, who have 93 coming years, with Coach 
and 67 kills respectively Franklin's championship 
th us far, the Tigers offer behavior poised to 
plenty of talent up front, serve as the guiding 
making their net game force every step of the way. 
I 
I 
I 
JAQUANASGRANTllstaff 
Junior quarterback Kelly Bryant (2) completed 16 of22 passes for 236 yards and one touchdown against Kent State. 
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Photos and story by to learn the technique. Like WS: Do you have a pre- or WS: Sure. about this interview until 
Wesley Skid.more take a break from college and post-show ritual? right before and I don't 
Contributor Wesley Skid.more (WS): go learn how to sing like that. LW: I'm going to start really know when any of our 
How did you get the BS: One time we meditated with Wesley. shows are. 
In early October of band name? WH: When I go to a show, before a show and then 
2016, four young Clemson I like to have a fun, dance-y played terribly. [Sklar, Waldrop, and Fetterolf BS: Wait guys, I don't want 
music entrepreneurs took to Dan Fetterolf (DF): We time, influencing how I huddle together.] to be Spike. No wait, it's 
the studio to start recording were running from the cops perform on stage. Also, The WH: It really didn't help as kind of growing on me. Yeah. 
for the budding band: and needed a car really quick. Strokes, The Beatles and much as I thought it would. WH: I really want to be I'm Spike. 
Daddy's Beemer. [laughs] No, just kidding. James Jamerson. So, I guess our pre-show Candle Anderson, but they're 
This band is comprised Wesley and I were playing ritual now is to not meditate. not going to pick that. As for the future, the 
of front man Brady Sklar, "Grand Theft Auto," as we DF: I think every band really band is looking forward most 
a semor audio technology do most of the time, and should start with The Beatles BS: We also eat a lethal BH: I've always liked the to selling our, In Fetterolf's 
major; bassist Wesley there was one part where we and move up from there. I amount of Bojangles anytime name Clark. I'd like to name words, "Music is cool and 
Heaton, a senior audio stole someone's car to run also really like Steely Dan. we go to the studio. my son Clark and I think of art is good, but ultimately
technology major; guitarist from the cops. We pulled a He's really influenced my Wesley as my son. So, his the goal is to make a lot of 
Luke Waldrop, junior graphic girl <iut of the car and started drumming. WS: Does the band have stage name is Clark. money." Daddy's Beemer 
communications major, and driving this really fast car. any favorite snacks besides most recently played in 
drummer Dan Fetterolf, BS: I'd like to go ahead and Bojangles? DF: For Luke, he's always Columbia at The Art Bar. 
recent Clemson chemistry Wesley Heaton (WH): And denounce Steely Dan as an finding the coolest stuff Upcoming, they have a 
grad. we thought: "Oh, that's influence for this band. He's DF: Twizzlers. at Goodwill, so maybe show at The Radio Room 
The four men came daddy's Beemer." And it the worst. Goodwill Daddy. in Greenville on September
together at the persistence stuck. There is also a certain LW: I really like Rasinettes. 20th with The Artisinals. 
of Heaton who had known kind of person that has Luke Waldrop (LW): Those are my favorite. BS: I like it, but I think Also, they have their first 
Fetterolf for a while through out, ontheir father's BMW gifted For me, it's Johnny Marr Goodwill Papi rolls off the album available 
numerous past joint-band to them and we've never from the Smiths. He is my BS: Luke, I have literally tongue better. Spotify for those less­
memberships. experienced that. favorite guitarist. He sounds never in my life seen you eat committed or monetarily
"The first time we very jangly. a Rasinette. WH: Brady would be challenged fans. The band 
jammed together, we weren't DF: It's really a metaphor for something like Spike. And is also hoping to soon start 
really a set band," explains a struggle for the American If you could compare your WS: If you guys had stage Dan would be the Lost Boy touring up and down the 
Fetterolf "We were just Dream. Everyone wants to band to a natural disaster, names, what would they be? because he doesn't know East coast. So become a Beem 
playing and I was like, this achieve the Beem, but we're what would it be? about anything and always Boy today and maybe the 
sounds really good. We not quite there yet. BS: Can we rename loses everything. signed album you get now 
should keep meeting and BS: The basement [of Pablo] each other? could be worth thousands in 
practicing, and so we did." Brady Sklar: We also did an gets really hot and the house DF: I honestly didn't know five years.
Although the boys have lnstagram thing where we is really cold. At the last show, 
traveled and performed take pictures with people's a "baby hurricane" was in 
around the state, Daddy's Beemers that we find. The the stairwell, so maybe that. 
Beemer gets a majority of last one, we put some bread We're like a tornado made 
its stage time at Heaton and in the grill. out of water on the ocean. 
Fetterolf's house, which has 
been dubbed "Pablo." A WS: Why did you do that WH: Yeah, I agree with 
self-made music venue, the - was it a "present"? the tornado [comparison] . 
band plays in the concrete­ Maybe like a tornado that 
floored basement that has BS: I think we should start has just gone through a 
been converted into a concert leaving just the whole loaf cotton candy factory and gets 
venue. For audiences who stuck in the front of their car all these different colors, just 
may have seen the band's and then people will wonder whirling together. 
shirts or stickers around who keeps doing it. It can be 
campus, or who are just a Daddy's Beemer thing. DF: We're like the warm air 
generally interested in local front confronting the cold 
music, here is an introduction Who do you draw your air front of the music world, 
to the four stellar members of inspiration from? creating a hurricane type of 
Daddy's Beemer. whirlwind. We also don't 
BS: My inspirations start support natural disasters, by 
with Mongolian throat the way. 
singing. One day I'm going 
•ON EPROWL • 
LIKE A VIRGIN 
I think losing your 
virgm1ty as a guy is 
probably one of the biggest 
achievements in your early 
life. 
People always make a 
huge deal of tearing a hole 
in the Berlin Wall, especially 
in high school. In college, 
you are practically expected 
to get laid. It's a big thing to 
swipe your V-card, and a lot 
of times it feels like society 
expects you to conform and 
pop the cherry to fit in. 
Personally, I knew I 
wanted to clean the axe 
wound, but not just to be 
able to say that I did. I wanted 
to wait for the right girl, 
someone who actually meant 
something to me, not just a 
random girl who would be a 
one-night stand. Pump and 
dumps aren't really my thing. 
Plus, it's a little hard to get it 
on with someone when you 
share a dorm room with your 
roomie. Either things can get 
very awkward or you have to 
be extremely quiet at night. 
Neither of those are fun, nor 
would I recommend them. 
As such, finding the 
right person along with an 
appropriate time to bump 
uglies is rather difficult. It 
took me a long time to find 
the right time to do the 
horizontal naked dance. In 
the end, though, it was worth 
the wait. By a long shot. 
Buy 
Mt,Citii£4l!U 
'][ave an intimate story 
or acCvice ofyour; ~n? · 
Sen&it in to ·h~" ture 
in the next On t ·Prowr· ' 
at tigertimeout@gmai( 
com. ~(( artic(es are 
anony1flous, 
X@XO, 
·Tfie Timeout 'Team 
I 
I 
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Joseph Messier, TimeOut EditorTiger Treats 
It Ii rimp 
Ingredients: 
,-1 pound of frozen cooked shrimp 
-1/2 cup of Italian dressing 
-1 large pinch of ground black pepper 
-1 large pinch of salt 
.Instructions 
1. Put the shrimp in a large Ziploc bag. 
2. Place the bag of shrimp in a sink full of 
Photo courtesy of Joseph Messier 
warm water to thaw. 
3. After thawing, mix the dressing, salt, and pepper with the shrimp. 
4. Close the bag and shake, mixing thoroughly. 
5. Grill the shrimp for approximately 1 minute each . 
6. Pour the remaining dressing from the bag onto the cooked shrimp. 
14 of the most perfect apps APTAPPS: for a college student 
Story by Joseph Messier and Saavon Smalls I I TimeOut Editor and Editor-in-
A new flux offreshman head into Tiger Town each year, and with them comes inexperience. And sometimes, that lack of knowledge comes from 
upperclassmen, too. Luckily, because we don't live in ye olden days, apps are our friends. Here are a few that'll get you ready for school .. . or at least give 
you the ability to pretend you're ready. 
·~t>eople will be jealous and you'll have more likes; what else 
~'Uld:YQUaskfcn? 
Photo courtesy of Pixabay 
l>on't • people? EnjoY. music? Don't enjoy payitlg $10 a 
monrli fur music? Download Spotify! They offer a student 
discount, to you'll only pay $5 a month. Use this app fur 
whenJ11Qtlrewalking on campus or surrounded by peo}>le you 
seally don\ want to chat with. 
&et wanted to stalk your friends and know where they are at 
~ all hoUll of the day? If so, then this is the app for you! 
You can use Find My Friends to locate your buddies ifyou want 
lO Of lunch at the same place or make sure they aetually are on 
• ~ u, hang and not still in bed at home. Maybe you just 
ifn!ip~-up lost your mends. Use this app and you'll find them 
~ JQ no time. 
Photo courtesy of Pixabay 
themoneyto 
. Down!~ 
pk linmg tip 
~~ tinder 
You might think that you know your way around campus because 
you've been ~ a couple football games, hut everyone eventually has ' enm 
that one class in the back of the oldest building on campus. How 
the heck are you supposed to find said class? The my.Clemson app 
is a great way to find your way around. It has a really convenient 
map ofcarnp11$ and can locate individual buildings. 
Photopourtesy-ofWiklmedia Photo courtesy of Wikimedia" --'===== = =~~~~"----'=--~ ---'"'---====---_:J 
J/Qr the thn!e ofyou &~en who thought it'd be a great ic!e11 to 
~your car, getting around campus sucks. We'd say• ... but not 
an)'JDOl"C!.l!!11 with Google Maps, but the t.ruth is, it'll still suck tc} 
~~ canif>U$. The good thing is that yoµ'll Se able to '9iow 
}'QUt'Wafaround Clemson, and won't be that person wh~Jrolds up 
uaftk looking fot Tod:lro's. 
Photo courtesy of Pixebay 
~~~~~~~§=~==---=~~~-=---=~==""'-~ 
Citing books is one of the worst parts about writing papers in · 
college {and really just iil general). In order ro make that whole 
process a lot easier, tfo:re's EasyBib. Just find the book you want to 
create a citation for, $can its barcode on the back cover, and presto! 
E;isyBib instantly creates a citation fot the book in whatever form 
you need. It can also create citations for websites if you copy and , 
paste the link into the .ipp. ' 
• 
Hopefully you wont be spending too much money all the time, but in 
the case you do need to use a little dough, Venmo is a great go-to. Also 
in the event that yon owe a friend some money, you can (eventually) 
pay back your debts to your friends, you dirty freeloader. Also in the 
unlikely event that you need to launder some money, use Venmo 
works great to move money through your friends to an untouchable 
Swedish bank account. 
ln tht ever-changing world of photography, having a bomb lnstagram 
'lrill$et )'OU aparrfrom the pack. Beyond that, now that you're away from 
~.you have to ~ow offto your high school enemies how much fun 
~rehaving at college • .As such, you should.download VSCO, because , 
b,qw dsi: .u.-e you going to filter your lnsta picy to show~e your new 
I 
I 
I 
Have you ever had a conversation with thar oneiSl,lfersmart pro~c,r 
(or a really' ptet~tioru ~deb,t) ahi:l i:hey ~aid something you iliitri't. 
understand? Did you have enough pdde and a.nxiet,Y' to .not wanr toem ,·. 
ask '\vhar is "insert-word 1iere*"? Merriam :\VebStet has an app fur you!ebst }!,'!St t;'ptl in the wra, and "'~p"'. you'll get a,deltnition. The,ralso haVe 
a W(.).rd of the Day, that way, you can pl~e them tn convetsadon and 
4ecome tha:t pretentious stadent youtsdf. 
We dont encourage babies (or underage kids) getting drunk; 
liut ifyou do,-don'r he dumb. Get an uber to drive you home. 
It'll cost arolUld $10 t-0 $201 but it's better tha:n ruining your 
life by using the other alternatives. 
Photo courtesy of Pixabay 
Quizlet has been around for 10 years now, hut that doesn't make 
it any less useful. Sometimes it's late at night and you still need 
to study for that test tomorrow. Be smart and take advantage of 
other smdents' efficiency for your last-minute srudy session by 
using the flashcards on Quizlet. 
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia 
Stuck in a group project with people you really don't want to give your 
cell number to? GroupMe exists, hun. Sit in disappointment as you · 
awkwardly divide the work between Matt, Diane and Cody, before 
realizing that you'll have to do everything yoursel£ At least there are 
cute hearts you can use to "like" their messages they used to excuse why 
they can't do the PowerPoint. Beyond aggravated by them? You can also 
mute them, utilizing the ultimate form of passive-aggression found in 
millennials. 
Photo courtesy of Wiklmedia 
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The sign as PSAsHOROSCOPES.Pasatiernpos 
CROSSWORD 
Across 
1. Goddess of discord; 
5. Big name in insurance; 
10. Encountered; 
13. Drive off; 
14. Dried strip of egg dough; 
16. Sugar suffix; 
17. Thoughtful; 
19. Numbered hwy.; 
20. Pungent bulb; 
21. Selfdefense 
method; 
23. Cereal box abbr.; 
24. Fabric ridge; 
28. Like Saturn; 
30. Rare metallic element; 
32. Opening word; 
33. Seventh planet; 
35. Acquire; 
36. Buyer; 
38. Hurt; 
42. Can metal; 
43. Yellowish brown 
pigment; 
45. Kidnap; 
49. Person who lives 
near another; 
53. Wintry; 
54. Scots Gaelic; 
55. The Altar; 
56. Turkey's highest peak; 
58. Gillette razors; 
60. "Lord, is_?": 
Matthew; 
61. Token of peace; 
65. 
Wood of the Rolling Stones; 
66. Moving spontaneously; 
67. Prefix with conference; 
68. Unit of energy; 
69. Seashore; 
70. Watchful one; 
Down 
1. Go with; 
2. Girl in a Beach Boys song; 
3. Sea off Greece 
4. Just okay; 
5. Besides; 
6. Fair-hiring abbr.; 
7. Craggy hill; 
8. Mont. neighbor; 
2 3 
13 
17 
20 
23 
30 
45 
$3 
56 
65 
6 7 8 9 10 11 
16 
19 
12 
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_ __._....__....__...!J3 
PISCES 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 - April 20 
).TAURUS~--ter.~, April 21 - May 20 
~ 
~ CEMINI,-~1~ May21-June21 
C1 a '/.J\.\___--l 
I 
0--,; 
0' 
I 
~ 
£ LEO 
July 23 -Aug. 23 
9. Hitching posts?; 52. Bacon serving; 63. Overhead trains; 
64. You __!Sure!;10. Pledge 57. Bandleader Puente; VIRCO 
11. Highly regarded; 59. London gallery; 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 2212. Golf ball prop; 60. Fury; 
15. Weird; 62. By means of; 
18. Private; 
22. Ques. response; Last week's ~ LIBRA 
25 . Caesar's wings; crossword answers ~7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
26. Crescents; 
27. Large flightless bird; 
29. PD investigator; -- ~ SCORPIO 
31. 252 wine gallons; ~--i=:S;;i' Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
34. Nuremburg trial defendant; 
A A A E T E S 
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36. Thing that vibrates; 
37. Lasting; A(\ SACITl'ARIUS
39. Black cuckoos; 8 Nov. 22 - Dec. 2140. Ready to roll; 
41. Nope; 
42. Bar bill; C. CAPRICORN44. Having four sharps; 
46. Thurman of"Pulp Fiction"; « Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
4 7. Ricochet; 
48. Aztec god of rain; Horoscopes by: Tim t Staff 
50. FredFlintstone's best friend; 
51 . Delphic shrine; ' 
PSA: Ifyoure thinking about asking 
► a certain major "Are you going to do 
'x'?" just don't. 
PSA: When you're walking down to 
► class, move or get our ofmy way. 
► PSA: Just because you're with your 
friends in the dining hall doesn't 
mean you have to gaggle like hens. 
PSA: All ofyou underclassmen stoic 
► my chance oflower deck tickets, so 
go away. 
PSA: Do not sit in the library at a 
► huge table when it's just you. Leave 
and tell your imaginary friends to 
come back later. 
PSA: Ifyou see I'm trying to drive to 
get to class, don't act like a deer and 
stand on the cross walk in front of 
my car. GO. 
PSA: You' re not a true Clemson 
Tiger if you don't wear orange on 
Fridays. 
PSA: Don't have classes during 
happy hour because that's not 
making me happy. 
PSA: Don't do construction on 
Library Bridge when you didn't do 
any during the summer. Ifit falls 
with me walking on it, it'll be OK. 
PSA: Don't ask me stupid questions 
that you can Google. 
PSA: If it's raining, turn on your 
headlights. 
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